
AEPP: Speaking is a three-week, academic intensive program that gives
you linguistic and cultural knowledge above and beyond what is
required for admission to UChicago. The speaking projects entail
significant research, discussion, and intercultural components. You
explore the identity of Chicago as well as the issues it faces, which sets
the stage to apply your future academic work in a broader context.

Academic English Pre-Matriculation Program (AEPP):

esl.uchicago.edu

Facebook.com/uchicagoeli

Instagram.com/uchicagoeli

#AEPP2022

Contact your Admissions office

   or Dean of Students office

Cost: PhD $500; Masters $700

Speaking Track

Launch your UChicago Success

Connect with us online:Registration:

Session 1: Aug 5-26, 2022 (Check-in Aug 3-4)
Session 2: Aug 26 - Sep 16, 2022 (Check-in Aug 24-25)

"What I've gained from the AEPP truly
goes beyond the classroom. This class

was an opportunity to learn about
Chicago while sharing ideas and
experiences with other graduate
students. Now, I feel a lot more

comfortable making my voice heard in
and outside class."

 
-2021 AEPP: Speaking student



Academic English Pre-Matriculation Program (AEPP):

AEPP: Writing is a three-week, intensive academic program that gives
you linguistic and cultural knowledge above and beyond what is
required for admission to UChicago. The writing projects entail
significant research, discussion, and intercultural components. You
explore the identity of Chicago as well as the issues it faces, which sets
the stage to apply your future academic work in a broader context.

esl.uchicago.edu

Facebook.com/uchicagoeli

Instagram.com/uchicagoeli

#AEPP2022

Contact your Admissions office

  or Dean of Students office

Cost: PhD $500; Masters $700

Writing Track

Launch your UChicago Success

Connect with us online:Registration:

Session 1: Aug 5-26, 2022 (Check-in Aug 3-4)
Session 2: Aug 26 - Sep 16, 2022 (Check-in Aug 24-25)

"The most amazing thing about AEPP is

that it emphasizes improving your

argumentation while it incorporates

different formats of writing into the

classwork. We can feel the shift in the

voice, words, and tones as we do

different writings catering to varied

audiences. It is indeed a unique writing

experience you can only get in AEPP!"

-2021 AEPP-Writing student


